Fig
. S1 FISH image of NOB detected using a probe of NIT3/EUB mix and NTSPA685/ EUB mix . The red color shows bacteria detected only the EUB mix . The yellow color shows NOB. (a) NIT3/EUB mix hybridization for the inoculated sediment, (b) NIT3/EUB mix hybridization for the sludge sampled from phase A, (c) NIT3/EUB mix hybridization for the sludge sampled from phase G, (d) NTSPA685/ EUB mix hybridization for the inoculated sediment, (e) NTSPA685/ EUB mix hybridization for the sludge sampled from phase A, (f) NTSPA685/ EUB mix hybridization for the sludge sampled from phase G. 
